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New contribution

Fix spelling and gramar Add links to articles More

Find easy ways to contribute anytime
At “contributions” you’ll find pages that need 
simple fixes such as spel ling corrections.

Help Wikipedia
You can contribute to Wikipedia in different ways.

No th anks , m aybe later

Find pages that need 
easy fixes

Edit this page
We’ll show you how

The user creates an account A modal dialog appears introducing different ways to 
contribute

A callout introduces “contributions” as the place to 
go to get started at any time. The callout can be 
shown when the user completes/discards previous 
steps.

Guiders are presented over the article to indicate how to 
edit. The user is guided through his first edit.

A random article is shown with a progress bar to guide the 
user through his 5 first edits.

A “new conribution” bar is added to the contributions view.

when completed/abandoned

Modal workflow



You can make Wikipedia better
If you find any mistake in the page, click “Edit”, and 
we’ll show you how to fix it.

It is a good way to get started as an editor
Find pages that need easy fixes

You can make Wikipedia better
These banners identify problems with this article. You don’t need 
to address them all, just sick with what you are comfortable doing.

It is a good way to get started as an editor
Find other pages that need easy fixes

Show me how to edit

Looking for an easy way to contribute?
Under “contributions” you’ll find pages that need 
simple fixes such as spelling corrections.

Callout

On editable articles

On non-editable articles

On editable articles with problems 



New contribution

Fix spelling and gramar Add links to articles More

Find easy ways to contribute anytime
At “contributions” you’ll find pages that need 
simple fixes such as spel ling corrections.

The user creates an account

A callout introducies different ways to contribute

A callout introduces “contributions” as the place to 
go to get started at any time. The callout can be 
shown when the user completes/discards previous 
steps.

Edit mode is shown and guiders are presented to indicate 
how to preview and save.

A random article is shown with a progress bar to guide the 
user through his 5 first edits.

A “new contribution” bar is added to the contributions view.

when completed/abandoned

You can make Wikipedia better
If you find any mistake in the page, click “Edit”, and 
we’ll show you how to fix it.

It is  a good w ay to get started a s an editor
Find pages that need easy fixes

Callout workflow


